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Future of work
• ‘Build back better’
• Remote working
• Acceleration of tech
• What does good work look like?



Vote now
How do you think the Covid crisis has impacted 
the way you work? 
• It has changed the way I work, but things will 

eventually go back to how they were before
• It has changed the way I work, and some of 

these changes will be permanent
• It hasn’t changed the way I work



Before Covid…
Things were already changing:
• digitisation and automation
• remote and home working
• data-driven management



Digitisation and automation



Remote and home working

Source: RF analysis of ONS, Labour Force Survey



Remote to the workplace
and home working
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Data-driven management



Data-driven management
• 75% of HR professionals globally said they 

were using data to “understand workforce 
performance and productivity”

• 14% of UK organisations already using 
“machine learning and artificial intelligence to 
develop people reports”



After Covid…



Impact of COVID-19 on company’s strategy

Future of Jobs Report, World Economic Forum, Oct 2020



Are we working from 
home or living at work?
• Hidden overtime 
• Always-on culture
• Well-being
• Growing use of monitoring & surveillance tech
• Flexibility and home working conditions







July 2020 study
Electronic communication patterns during lockdown

Using the span of time defined by the first 
and last email sent or meeting attended in a 
24-hour period, we also find the average 
workday span increased by +48.5 minutes … 
partly due to increases in emails sent after 
business hours…



In today’s world…

#DataFeminism, Lauren F Klein & Catherine D’Ignazio



What happens if 
you replace a 
human manager 
with an algorithm?



What do we mean?
• Recruitment 

software
• HR
• Shift allocation
• Task management

• Performance 
management

• Surveillance
• Promotions/ 

bonuses



Vote now
Do you think your employer is planning to make 
greater use of new technology and data in how it 
operates and manages its workforce?

Yes and they are including us in 
conversations/consultations about it
Yes but they are not including us in 
conversations/consultations about it

No they are not thinking about any of this

A

B

C



Building our case

Prospect Member Survey, January 2020



Remote monitoring technology



Tech: What do we want to see?
• Awareness
• Human in command
• Support not replace
• Safeguards on bias and discrimination
• Shared benefits
• Work/union voice in change
• People plan – for skills & jobs



Skills and training
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Skills and training
OECD (2019): 

Collective bargaining can… ensure that 
all workers and companies… reap the 
benefits of technological innovation 

Most adult learning takes place at work… 
Employers’ organisations and workers’ 
representatives are therefore key to 
ensure that enough time and resources 
are devoted to training in all companies



Flexible working
• Flexibility around where, and when, 

work is done can bring big benefits to 
both employers and employees

• Fair rules and worker voice essential 
for benefits to be mutual, and costs 
fairly shared



Right to disconnect
What we want to see:
• Recognition that “always on” culture 

can harm employee health, 
wellbeing, equalities and productivity

• Fair rules and clear statements 
about what is expected of different 
employees

• Commitment to continuing 
conversation and consultation about 
what works for people



Safeguarding 
our data

Source: ICO

• Using existing 
legal tools 

• Data Protection 
Impact 
Assessments

• Data bargaining



Workers’ rights
• Knowledge on 

existing rights
• Defining data rights
• Involvement in 

change/skills

Employers
• Collective 

bargaining
• Right to disconnect 

– wellbeing
• Procurement

Using the law
• GDPR
• Equality laws
• Future proofing

Governance
• Industrial Strategy
• AI ethics guidelines
• International 

agreement

Collective approaches to data



Let us be 
enraged about 
injustice but let 
us not be 
destroyed by it.
Bayard Rustin




